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                               Abstract 
            The influence of the convection on the atmospheric disturbances is developed 
      in a first order perturbation theory, with use of the variational method. It is found, 
      when friction is neglected, the convection influences slightly over long wave but 
       considerably over short waves. If the convection is stronger than a critical  value, 
       extremely short waves become unstable even under the zero wind shear. This effect 
      is remarkable in the lower latitude, especially in the vicinity of the equator. 
 1 Introduction 
    In a previous paper (G.  ONISHI  1965), the writer discussed the thermal effect on the 
planetary waves, in a  baroclinic atmosphere. The model considered there is that heat 
sources represented by the sensible heat are distributed in the lower layer , and sinks 
due to the radiative cooling in the upper layer , and that the basic zonal current is 
assumed to have a maximum velocity near the tropopause but to be uniform in the 
horizontal direction. With this model we have shown that the thermal influence 
on the stability is so weak that it can not modify the wave-profile appreciably in 
a  short time interval. Notwithstanding this result , it is highly possible as discussed 
by R. C. SUTCLIFFE & A. G.  FORSDYKE (1950) in qualitatively , that the convection 
effect will excite the upward motion and will influence greatly over the baroclinic 
flow. Particularly in the atmosphere of high temperature and of high  humidity , 
this effect would be remarkable. 
   A motion in a barotropic atmosphere is represented by the vorticity equation  ; 
 dt (f  +  co) =(f +co) divaV, (1) 
where co the relative vorticity, f the Coriolis parameter and  diva  i; the horizontal 
divergence. Namely the variation of the vorticity depends on the absolute vorticity 
 f  +co and on the velocity divergence. And the convection in turn will affect on the 
horizontal divergence. In this paper , we shall discuss the convection effect on the 
baroclinic flow, using a simple model and a simple approximate method to obt ain a 
clearer picture of the physical processes involved . It is not the object of this study to 
discuss the existence of the absolute vorticity , therefore we shall discuss the variation
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of the vorticity which is given arbitrarily. 
2 The Fundamental Equation 
 In this study we shall concern ourselves with the large-scale frictionless motion 
which has the property of being nearly geostrophic. The perturbed equation governing 
the quasi-geostrophic motion may be written similarly to the previous paper  (ONisiii 
1955, (16)) by neglecting small terms*, 
 (L2+  f2)   a  17  a'„hi)ruz ax3 ap' —  0 
 az' ” az  azzrr  OX 
                      r TL( a
azl)/ --1-c.„P')—u.---aaCI, (2) 
                 ^ here the wave disturbances are assumed  to have infinite lateral extents. Simbols 
used are as follows  : p' is the pressure perturbation, x, y and z are the components of 
the rectangular coordinate, x eastward, y northward and z  vertically upward,  o is 
given by (where p means the density of the steady state) and the subscripts 
denote partial differentiations.  Assuming the zonal steady motion and the constant 
speed in each horizontal level, L and  13 are given as follows  : 
           aa of      L+ 
             at axay 
If the physical equation is written as  : 
 dp  dp  
         dt  dt  ' (3) 
then  r is given by 
 y—i  g(65-8 g)  (4) 
    Equation (2) or its equivalent equations has been discussed by many 
investigators, but the majority of them assumed that the motion is dry adiabatic, 
namely, 6 is assumed to be the square of the sound velocity. In general E, therefore 
r also, are the functions of vertical velocity, temperature, specific humidity and others, 
because, for  instance, the condensation affects on the physical state of the 
atmosphere. Owing to the complexity (and non-linearity) of the equation,  it is 
necessary to make reasonable simplification without missing physical aspects. In this 
paper we assume that r is a function of z alone. The meaning of this assumption is 
that we concern ourselves with regions of only upward motion or only downward 
motion and do not consider whole regions. For the downward motion the assumption 
of the  dry adiabatic change can safely be used without introducing any significant 
error, but  in the upward motion we have to treat a more complex problem.  In 
what follows we shall concern  mainly with the region of upward motion. 
      Without this assumption the perturbed equation is of sixth order.  Applying this assumption 
  to the term containing  13, we obtain (2) as a second approximation.
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   Putting 
 r  =  r(z)  , 
 e-  (5) 
and 
                 1,  (0  eik(x  ct) (6) 
we have, 
 [f2  k2(14_021 [(u_c) d6z2 u4._0-221,1„ pi                                      _2P 
 I dr             2 (uc) +u4, p
Lk2 (u011,__ 0  , 
   - 
              w'  —2k (12-0 di") +  )0,1,-eik(x— ci)(7) 
         P(-1 
With the substitution of 
 p  (u-e)  q  , (8) 
we obtain, 
 [P—k2 (u—c) 211 [(u  —  c)d2q  +2 (u--c)dq +2iv'2 dq+1 dr r  (u  e)dq   dr 
                    1  
                    p(uq = 0, 
                                           z 
                                  rcr2 
1=-  Ik  r  —C)  2  ---  1. (9) 
3 Method of Approximation for the Extra-Tropical Region 
   Equations (9) are the fundamental  differential equations , but it is difficult to 
solve exactly. At first we assume for simplicity that whole atmosphere is nearly 
saturated with water vapor and 
                           ra1            Y(0c-0(10) 
where cc and  oc  y are measures of  the humidity and the temperature of the atmosphere. 
When saturation adiabatic lapse rate is equal to  the unperturbed atmospheric lapse 
rate at z=k, then  a is given by  oc--(e-'),_h. Accordingly, the dry  adiabate at con-
stant temperature is represented by the limiting case of  cc--->00, but  ay—constant  in 
(10). The values of  1/ro-22 in the stratosphere, in general, are different from those in 
the troposphere and  cr„ is nearly zero except at the tropopause, so that we can safely 
assume  : 
 rrcr2 1 d(y6 ?2)except at the tropopause. (11) 
With application of (10) and (11) in (9), it becomes tractable under the consideration 
that there is no difference between the troposphere and the  stratosphere
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                                                 T*    From (4) we have  1gaTa zaT*  ),whereaazmeans physical hange— az 
which an air particle undergoes,  - while aT/az depends on the distribution of 
                                          temperature. The values of r—'  o  z-2 in
                                        actual atmosphere over ocean are shown,
        0 
                                                                   T*                                     f
or instance, in Fig. 1, in whichaazis                     
• calculated for 500 m's elevation . From 
 0.? 
                                     the feature of the curves for  r—  , it 
                                 can be seen that, although (10) and (11)
                            /9Feb. /953 
    04are not of good approximation, those 
                                    equations may be used as a first  approxi-
                                     mation.  a may take an arbitarary value
     06  10  A4.19. / between  on and  -00. For the upward  mo-          &
                                     tion it becomes  00 in the arctic atmosphere 
                                     of an extremely low temperature and 0.6 
                                     in the tropical atmosphere. 
 , 
 • , 
                                        When a-1,  becomes  infinite  at 
                               — 
        0 -.Ix  /0!  +2xlecesec-i  =  a, but the other terms in (9) which 
 do not contain are all  finite, so that 
    Fig. 1 The computed values of r-'  crz-2 
 of the extra-tropical atmosphere over 1   dr  dq 
                                                            —- 
 ocean, based upon radiosonde observations  r(27—c)4-becomes finite 
 at 39°N, 153°N, 0310 GCT 9 Feb. 1953 and 
0300 GCT 8 Aug. 1953. which means that dq becomes zero. 
                                    This condition is assumed to hold even
when  a>  1. 
   The  variable q may be expressed by the following finite power series of : 
 ao+oti  '+a2-2-i-a3  . 
The boundary condition of the surface is the vanishing of the vertical velocity, 
                     dq  —  0 at  =  1  , 
and the condition at  T  a, is  expressed  : 
                     dq   --0 at  =  a  . 
Besides we must define another condition appropriate for some high level, but in this 
paper we shall assume the upper  boundary• condition to be a loose form given by 
 lim  p  -3  o  or  q  finite at  ---=  0 . 
 CO 
This condition may produce somewhat unreliable results. Now by these conditions
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q is given by 
                            3                    q =oto+{3 a'  2(1+ a)..2-1-q--31a, (12) 
   The finite power series (12) does not satisfy the differential equation (9), namely 
the left hand side of (9) leaves a value  8(0. To make the error smaller ,  GALERKIN'S 
method may  be  used  : that is, we assume the relations 
 fl  8  (0  d'  —  0  , and  Cl  a  (0  d"  =  0  . (13)  .o  .o 
These relations are replaced by homogeneous linear equations of coefficients  ao and 
 a,, and from these we can obtain the eigen value. 
   For the sake of  mathmatical simplicity, we approximate the zonal wind by the 
following equation  : 
 14  (0  =  Uo—  A (14) 
Although this wind  profile may be plausible in the lower layer, it will depart con-
siderably from the observed wind in the upper layer, the effect of this discrepancy 
upon the wave motion cannot  be great, for the exponential decrease of density with 
height will decrease the effect in the upper layer. The writer believes that the 
assumption (14) for the zonal wind may be more reasonable than the usual assumption 
that the zonal wind increases linearly with height which has been used by many 
investigators. 
   Now we have the equations (13) to be able to determine the eigen value, and which 
become a biquadratic equation of the eigen value c. There are two methods to solve 
this. The first is as follows : (Another method will  be described next section.) We shall 
adopt, as a first approximation, the  assumptionf2>k2(ii  —c)  2, which is equivalent to the 
quasi-geostrophic hypothesis for the  extra-tropical regions and it may  be plausible for 
the long wave, because I  k2(ii—C)21f2 I  0.05 at 45°. Accordingly we get a quadratic 
equation of  c  : 
     a6 a2  a 1( a 3a2'a,rcoa2  a  (                  — +  ,,,0_02 7/ 
4     ' __  8 6 ± 151204  +12 )1— 2A 8—   +615 
       1j _(  a3 a2ja 771. fl +f 7 Go „2  +a 241                                                                        —11       120'1 8 8-'24 ) k211201267202240 
  a3a2 a 1102     +(83a219 a)7/1 Al(uo—c) -1-{8e6I-      20160 15 120S k4 
 7,2 241 11
j_a3 2  + — GO+  a)7/141A 
     I. 60 60a3—-6+ 3360a 1120'1 8  15  2(T.  k2 
._ 
    rma13471 t_(a39      ±[..-61T—480a24-3360a—420'1 12 80 -CC2+2c44 )771112--0, 
                                            (15)
where 
                                   f2  71= 
                                            ay iig '
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    When  a is given, we get from  (15) the eigen value  c, that is, the phase velocity . 
As a special case, we shall consider a dry adiabatic change, then making  a-->  co, we 
 obtain  : 
 (1  +2'?)  (u0-:c)  —(1  +77) fi+ (-715+77) A-±[(17+ 30 y+12  3772)\A2i1/2.    le'k2 
                                           (16) 
This result is shown to be similar to that obtained by Kuo (1953, (21) & (22)). With 
the substitutions  of  n--1/4  a and  A=21,1 in Kuo's equations, his result is expressed 
as 
      1 24   (1+4'7)  (uo—e) =  (1+2n) /( +271) A± [4132722+3-,72  A211/2. (17)          h2 2k4A12 
According to this approximation, both the short and long waves are stable, while the 
most unstable wave is between two critical wave-lengths, and there exists a critical 
vertical shear, below which no disturbance should be unstable. 
   But it is remarkable that the critical curve of (16) is longer than that of (17) by 
the factor  1/2, because  changing  77 in (16) to  277, (16) transformes to the formula nearly 
same to (17). The discrepancy will be caused by the difference  of the models assumed 
by Kuo and by the writer. In our model the wind shear decreases more gradually 
toward zero as the altitude becomes higher, so that the damping effect for the short 
waves becomes smaller and the critical curve shifts to longer wave-length side than in 
Kuo's model. The discrepancy would also partly be due to the upper boundary 
condition in this study. Moreover we must remined that (17) is merely a first ap-
proximation. Kuo studied a higher approximate solution and concluded as  follows  : 
"It is seen that while the critical curve on the longwave side shifts  only slightly toward 
the right (longwave length), and the  modification ,  of the curve of maximum instability 
is also small, the stability characters of the short waves are entirely different from 
those given by the first approximation. The short waves are unstable, although the 
amplification factor decreases gradually toward zero as the waves become shorter and 
shorter, according to this approximation." Accordingly it may safely be said that 
although (16) is merely of the first approximation but its validity will be ascertained 
provided it is known that the wave becomes unstable in the short wave length side. In 
this study, we shall concern ourselves with the first approximation, therefore the 
notice mentioned above must be taken into account even when  cic  co. 
    We shall now discuss the instability character for the different values of  a, 
corresponding to various atmospheric conditions,  a y being assumed to be constant. 
The critical curves are shown in fig. 2, in which we take  qa  —45°,  a  x108 cm2 
 sec-2 for  a  00 and  ay  —1.0x 108 for  cc—  cc  . From the figure we see that the shorter 
or longer waves are stable and the critical curves shift for the short wave side as  a. 
decreases. On the long wave side a slight increase in stability accompanies with a 
decrease of  a, while the stability character of short waves is quite different. In a 
word the convection makes the short wave unstable. 
   According to Kuo it has been found that (a) the main destabilizing factor is the
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horizontal advection, while the earth's rotation and the vertical motion in a 
 subadiabatic atmosphere act to stabilize the motion, and that (b) "the very long waves 
 A/03 A 
 B 
 0.8 
                                                                                            0.q 
    10 
 a=c-
             6 
 2 
        0 2000 4000 6000 8000 /0000 
                                     Wave  Length  Min) 
 Fig. 2 The critical  stability curve at latitude 45". 
represent essentially an upper level phenomenon, being nearly indiscernible near the 
earth's surface, while the very short (still of cycolne size) waves are more or less limited 
to the  :lower part of the atmosphere, never extending to very high  levels". The 
results of this study seems to be in agreement with that of  Kix) shown above. 
The convection is the phenomenon of lower part of the atmosphere, and if  0  <  a  <1 
the convection produces an amplifying effect  for  a  <"  <1 and a damping effect 
for  <  a. When the intensity of convection becomes strong  (a decreases), the 
vertical motion developes and the instability of the long wave diminishes. Since 
the long  "planetary waves" occupy the upper part of the atmosphere, the influence 
of the variation in  a on stability is small. The very short "surface waves" are 
limited to the  lower part of the atmosphere, so that they are mostly effected 
by the convection. These  vertical motions make a damping effect to the long 
waves, but act to weaken the damping effect to short waves, therefore certain short 
waves become unstable. The wave length of the unstable wave decreases as the 
intensity of the convection becomes strong. This study shows, briefly speaking, 
that the convection makes the wave to be short and intense. 
    When the convection developes extremely strong,  oc becomes smaller than a critical 
value, 0.7236, but  ay = constant, the unstable's wave-length does not seem to 
become short. For the small value of  a, we  shall examine the circumstance. From 
(15) we have,
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                                                      772 2    (A  +77) (uo—2k2 =  (A  ++ (B + C77) A-{  4  /fie + 11/2(18) 
where 
      A == a3  a2 + a 1 )a3 a)        \ 8 615 120l4 412 
 7  7,2  241  11  _1 3  B  12
,0  Cta  12  6720  a  2240  11  4  4  12 
     332C =832  )/( (19) 
                  20-±160                                        4 +1(x2' 
and 
 A  0 for  a.  0.7236 
                   A  <  0 for  0.7236 > 1   3 
   For the case of A <0, for instance, A= 0.6, the phase velocity is given by 
 (1-10.5'7)  —  (1--5.2517)    +  (0.5946-5.0625  17) A 
  -±5.25 {772fi2  +2  (0.1041-0.642977) A(0 00907-0.11097 77+ .2156 7)2)/12}1/2• 
                                                  Te.- 
This formula gives complex velocities for  0.595>n>  0.0952, and very long waves and 
very  short waves are seemed to be always stable. For the purpose of a qualitative 
description we concern ourselves only with the vicinity of the neutral waves, which is 
obtained by putting the last term's bra.cket,{772  S2+1/2, to he zero. The neutral 
waves exist under large wind shear and  140—c takes negativtie values for  n  <0.12 and 
large positive values for  n>  0.122. Taking these into account it is uncertain whether 
or not stable waves exist in the vicinity of the neutral waves. 
   Next, let us consider the wave which is obtained by putting the wind shear to  be 
zero. From (18) the velocity is given by 
                        OF 2,to—C  A  uo-c  0                k2 A  +17 k2
The first velocity,  uo—c=  poi is the trivial solution, because in this case all coefficients 
 a9,  ..,  a, are zero. In the second case, uo—c,---.21 fl /0+702, the value of  140—c 
near  AR-Y-0 contradicts to the assumption that  f2>k2(a_c)2. Accordingly we can 
not obtain a criterion of stability when the wind shear is zero, and an another way of 
research is required, which will be discussed in the following section. Above results 
suggest that if  a <0.7236 only long waves are stable under adequate wind shear. 
4 Investigation for Zero Wind Shear 
    For the case of zero wind shear, A-0, in which we do not assume the condition, 
/2/0>k2(t-)t_c,2,              we shall examine the second method of approximation. The equation 
of the eigen value, which is equivalent to (15), is given by
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 20-        — (u0-02—  D[(u oc)1(uo—c)2(al,—= 0 , D z 
 k2k2k2Aay , 
 D  0 for  oc  0.7236  , 
or 
 uo—c fi - or D (uo—c)2(D f+  1) (tto— c)k0  .  (20) 
 k2 
The first solution is trivial, so we consider only the second one, a cubic equation. 
Upon substitution of 
  + f2  
 kis31,k2                            _and (uo—c)k'E  ,(21)  2 Dk2'k,2 
(20) reduces to 
 +2  3pT (22) 
When  31,'>3 there are three real roots, and when  31'  <3 there are one real root and 
two conjugate complex roots. Now 1' depends essentially upon the intensity of 
convection,  oc, the latitude, and the wave number, k. In the case of  a>0.7236 
the condition 31'  > 3 holds for any wave length. So that in this case no unstable 
wave can exist. On the other hand in the case of  a < 0.7236,  3/'>3 for long waves 
and 31' <3 for short waves, the criterion being shown  below  : 
                                   stable 
 4  (k2-FD  f  3  t  27  DI32  k2 critical , but  D  <0  . (23) 
 unstable 
Hence certain short waves become unstable in this case. The amplification factor of the 
unstable short wave increases toward infinity as the wave becomes shorter and shorter. 
    In view of above results we suppose that when  a is larger than the critical value, 
the wave have the same properties as mentioned in the previous section and that 
when  a is smaller than the critical value, the very short waves become unstable and 
long waves may, in some case, be stable even if the wind shear exists. If the 
higher approximation is used, this point will become clear. 
    Next let us consider the circumstance in the low latitude. There, the assumption, 
 i'.2>k2(uo—c)2  , is in general invalid. Thus, the fundamental equation (2) can't be 
applied and the exact equation is too complex to investigate. On this reason we are 
obliged to adopt  (2). 
    At first, we shall assume the wind shear to  be zero. The dynamical instability 
of the atmospheric disturbance occurs in a basic current that increases with height. It 
is observed, however, that the wind shears both in the horizontal and veritcal directions 
are small and the tropical cyclone generates even when the  easterlies do not increase 
upward. This assumption is reasonable by observation. Under this circumstance 
the equation of the eigen value is given by (20), which is a simple cubic equation. 
    In the tropical region, the horizontal temperature gradient is very small at least 
to the middle troposphere, and the temperature lapse rate is nearly equal to, or  some-
what greater than, the moist adiabatic rate. Fig. 3 illustrates the values of  7-10.,-2
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                                at Marcus Island, on 4 Aug. 1953, 0300 GGT 
                             and on 8 Aug. 1953, 0300 GGT  (aPIaz is
                                 calculated for 500 m's elevation.) As will 
 02 be seen from the figure, the values on both 
                                days differ markedly. It seems that this
                                 difference is caused by whether or not the
      04
\ascending current exists. Because there can 
                 be found only a minor difference on the
                                  temperature distribution, but a considerable
     0.6 difference on the distribution of water 
vapor 
                                  on both days. 
 Owing to the strong convection or the 
                                   occurence of the ascent of moist air ,  a, 
 4  Aug 19638 Aug                                  becomes small. If the upward motion is not 
                          ti  1933 strong enough , the wave will be stable even 
 -,1,10°  +2,10a if  a becomes small. Becasue the cubic 
                                equation (21) has three real roots for a 
    Fig. 3 The computed values of y-1- 
                           >   wz--2 of the  sub-tropical atmosphere,0.7236  or DO. 
 based upon radiosonde observations at If the convection is so strong as to make 
 Marcus Island,  24°18  N. 153° 58 E,  oc <0.7236 or  D  <0 , the short wave becomes  0300  GCT 4 Aug. 1953  and 0300 GCT 
 8 Aug. 1953.unstable. The criterion for instability has 
                                been obtained in (23). The unstable wave 
that exists in a low latitude becomes longer and longer with decrease of latitude . 
In the equator no stable wave exists . In fig. 4 and 5 are shown, the critical 
curve and the amplification factor. From these figures it will be seen that  (a} in the 
 low latitude the convection influences greatly to the cyclonic waves , and 
especially in the vicinity of the equator  almost all the waves become unstale , (h) the 
instability becomes strong with decrease of the wave length , and (c) the  wave-length 
of the unstable wave decreases as the convection becomes strong .  It seems that such 
an extremely unstable wave can hardly  maintain the wave form . The breakdown of 
the wave and the formation of vortex may depend on this cause. 
   In this discussion we disregarded the cause of the formation of the cyclonic wave . 
Its formation is probably connected to the starting mechnism of the tropical storm . 
More extensive discussion on this problem will be found in the following  references 
PALMEN 1948, RIEHL 1950. PALMER 1952, and etc. 
5 Conclusions 
   In this study we have considered the effect of the existance of a region of the 
ascending current with condensation on the stability of cyclonic waves under several 
     * Even for positive value of  I) the extremely long wave is unstable at the vicinity of the 
 quator. But by the numerical computation we see that this region is limited to the low latitude, 
 smaller than 5°, the wave-length is larger than 7000 km, and the amplification factor is small. 
 From above reasons we may neglect this unstable wave.
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assumptions that (1) the mo-
tion is frictionless, (2) the 
condition at the upper  bound-
                      -, 
ary is loose, and (3)  r is the  .;,,9  15 
function of height only. The .
q 
                  4.1
N.,
... .,                                            L 
linear perturbation equation 
                                                                                                                                                 
-,..                                       , 
                                                             ,Z., in thefirst approximation
/o 
                                       ^ under such assumptions was ,  - °
- 
solved with use of the varia- -.1 1\ 
                                                                                                 ei.. 
tional method. 
                               N
                                                             .:t 
   In spite of these simplify- 3, 
ing assumptions and of the a=0.6+\ a-06 
first order approximation of  •  -....,  lahtude  10°  -- ,_IX=0.7                                                    ot=117
1 the solution
, we may draw1------            ,o----- 
                         0the conclusionthatan i flu-2000 4000 6000- 8000  10006 
 Wave  -Length  (kin) 
ence of the convection upon                                    Fi
g, 4  The  amplification factor for latitude  10' and 
the cyclonic wave seems to  45°, and for  a1==.0.7 and  a=0.6, w but  czy=2x 108 cm2 
be significant, in the  folio- sec-2. 
wing senses :  60.- 
1. In the extra-tropical re-
gion,  the  convection  acts  to  50*-- 
 strengthen  slightly  the  stab-
ilizing effect on the long 
wave side, and in some case 
the very long wave becomes 
          
- --, 
stable under ordinary wind,30                                                                            --- 
            - --, 
shear. On the other hand           -1 ,  C-*  .__, 
the influence to the short  20- 4.,,,,, 
 0  day., 
wave is serious. The con-
vection makes the wave to  10'--  45  10  5  23 
be shorter and  more intense. 
If the convection is  extrem- oI IIII 1,___  11  1 , 
                                2000 4000 6000  8000  /0000
ely strong, the very short Wave  Gength  (kin) 
wave becomes always un-                                     Fi
g. 5 The amplification factor for  ai=0.7 and  ay= 
stable, even under the zero  2x 108  cm2 sec-2. 
wind shear. 
2. In the tropical region under zero wind shear, the weak  convection can not affect on 
the stability. But if the strong upward motion of moist air occurs, the short wave 
becomes unstable. This effect is remarkable in the low latitude, especially in the 
equator. 
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